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 1.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC13-00817 
CASE NAME: STEADFAST VS. PROBUILDERS 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FILED BY PROBUILDERS SPECIALTY INSURANCE COMPANY  
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Before the Court is a Motion for Summary Judgment (“MSJ”) filed by Defendant ProBuilders 

Specialty Insurance Company, RRG (“ProBuilders”). The MSJ is opposed by Plaintiff Steadfast 

Insurance Company (“Steadfast”). Because this Court grants Steadfast’s motion for summary 

adjudication (see line 8), the MSJ is denied. 

Requests for Judicial Notice 

Steadfast Requests Judicial Notice of a pleading filed by ProBuilders filed in Underwriters of 

Interest Subscribing to Policy Number A15274001 v. ProBuilders Specialty Insurance Co., 

California Superior Court, County of San Diego, Northern Division, Case No. 37-2012-

00058368-CU-IC-NC. This Request is unopposed. The Request for Judicial Notice (“RJN”) is 

granted. Evidence Code § 452. 

Evidentiary Objections 

Steadfast makes several objections to the Declaration of Glenn Cleek and Attached Exhibit. The 

Court need only rule on those objections to evidence that were material in the disposition of the 

MSJ. See CCP § 437c(q). Because these objections are immaterial to the disposition of 

ProBuilders’ MSJ, the Court does not rule on them. 

Analysis 

See line 8. 

 

 

  

 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-00857 
CASE NAME: MARIN COMMUNITY COLLEGE VS. MARCY WONG 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM DEFAULT 
FILED BY MARCY WONG & DONN LOGAN ARCHITECTS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The Motion for Relief is granted.  Through a series of events set forth in the motion and 
opposition, including, but not limited to prelitigation attempts at mediation, adequacy of 
substitute service, miscalenderings, transfer of venue from Marin to Contra Costa County, 
discussions regarding consolidation, more discussions about mediation, cross-complaint, etc. 
the Answer by  Defendant (which time had been extended from time to time and finally to 
6/29/16), was not timely filed, and Plaintiff entered Defendant’s default on 6/30/16.  Defendant’s 
attorney was apparently unaware that the default had been entered, and on 7/1/16 attempted to 
file an answer and cross-complaint which was rejected by the Contra Costa County Clerk’s 
Office because of the default which had been entered.  Defendant’s counsel attempted 
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thereafter to convince Plaintiff’s counsel to set aside the default, which Plaintiff’s counsel 
formally denied on 7/21/16.  The present motion for Relief was filed promptly on 8/5/16.  
By Stipulation and Order, no Default Judgment has been entered. 
 
Because of the various occurrences described above and the short time between the date the 
answer was due and the date the default was entered, the Court is exercising its discretion 
consistent with public policy that cases be heard on their merits and granting the motion for 
relief  under CCP 473.  Moreover, there appears to be no prejudice to Plaintiff in granting the 
motion.  The Answer shall be filed within 5 Court days of the date of this hearing.   
 
Sanctions requested by both sides are denied. 
 
 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01148 
CASE NAME: CORRALES VS. SELECT PORTFOLIO 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT of CORRALES 
FILED BY SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The demurrer is continued to October 5, 2016 at 9:00 a.m. 
 
 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01148 
CASE NAME: CORRALES VS. SELECT PORTFOLIO 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF PLAINTIFF'S COMPLAINT 
FILED BY SELECT PORTFOLIO SERVICING, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Unopposed motion granted without leave to amend. 
 
 

  

 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01339 
CASE NAME: LAGAYA VS KLEIN 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO COMPLAINT of LAGAYA 
FILED BY SCIENTIST SOLUTIONS EVENTS, INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Defendants’ general and special demurrers are sustained with leave to amend.  (Code 
Civ. Proc., § 430.10, subds. (e) and (f).)  Plaintiff shall file any amended complaint on or before 
October 14, 2016.  The basis for this ruling is as follows. 
 
 A. The Earlier Action. 
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 Defendants may be correct that plaintiff should have asserted his claims against 
defendant Scientist Solutions Events, Inc. (“SSEI”) in the form of a cross-complaint in the earlier 
action, No. C15-02015.  However, defendants fail to articulate how this supports their demurrer.  
There has been no judgment in the earlier action, so the defense of res judicata does not apply.  
Defendants’ remedy for any perceived impropriety in this regard would appear to be a motion to 
consolidate the two actions — assuming that any amended complaint in this action survives a 
renewed demurrer. 
 
 B. Venue. 
 
 A demurrer is not the appropriate procedural vehicle for raising venue issues.  Filing an 
action in the wrong venue is not a jurisdictional defect. 
 
 C. The Special Demurrer. 
 
 Plaintiff has failed to comply with rule 2.112 of the California Rules of Court.  This 
technical defect is compounded by plaintiff’s failure to intelligibly articulate why each of the 
named defendants might be deemed liable under each cause of action. 
 
 Thus for example, it is not clear whether plaintiff is attempting to state a breach of 
contract cause of action against all named defendants, or only against the contracting party, 
defendant SSEI.  (See Complaint, Exh. “D”.)  The other defendants cannot be deemed to have 
‘conspired’ to breach SSEI’s contract; conspiracy is a tort doctrine. 
 
 As a second example, it is not clear why plaintiff has sued defendant BioTech Solutions, 
Inc. (“BTS”) and defendant Biotech Solutions Enterprise Group, Ltd. (“BSE”).  Plaintiff 
affirmatively asserts in his opposition papers that BTS has been defunct since June 2004, and 
defendant BSE’s status as a “parent company,” standing alone, does not support a claim for 
vicarious liability. 
 
 The Complaint is also uncertain in other important respects. 
 
 The Court does not understand plaintiff’s allegation that defendant Marcia Allen 
“converted Defendant BTS to another related business entity …”  (Complaint, ¶ 10.)  What was 
the mechanism of this conversion?  Was it a corporate merger, a transfer of assets, or some 
other kind of transaction? 
 
 The Court does not understand plaintiff’s allegation that plaintiff was issued “60,000 
shares of Defendant BTS stock or membership interest in Defendant BTS representing an 
agreed-upon value of $ 60,000.”  (Complaint, ¶ 30.)  What is a “membership interest”?  Was the 
issuance of the shares made pursuant to some form of agreement, and if so, was it a written or 
oral agreement, and what were its terms?  What was the consideration for issuance of the 
stock?  Why was the value of the shares fixed at $ 60,000, rather than at a percentage of the 
total value of the corporation?  How did the parties contemplate that plaintiff would ever be able 
to liquidate and obtain the benefit of the stock?  These questions are particularly perplexing 
in light of the fact that plaintiff apparently gave no thought or attention to his stock until 
January 2016. 
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 Finally, the Court does not understand plaintiff’s allegation that defendants conspired to 
deprive plaintiff of his position as “Co-Founder and Executive Vice President …”  (Complaint, 
¶ 31.)  This allegation does not intelligibly describe a contemplated tort. 
 
 D. The Statute of Limitations. 
 
 As currently pleaded, each of plaintiff’s causes of action would appear to be barred by 
the applicable statute of limitations.  The most recent wrongful conduct allegedly occurred in 
“the second or third calendar quarter of 2011,” and plaintiff was “informed” of that conduct at the 
time.  (Complaint, ¶ 42.)  Plaintiff’s complaint was filed more than four years later, in July 2016. 
 
 The Court has granted leave to amend only in an abundance of caution.  When deciding 
whether to amend the existing causes of action, plaintiff’s counsel shall bear in mind the duty 
imposed on all counsel by section 128.7 of the Code of Civil Procedure, subdivisions (b)(1), 
(b)(2), and (b)(3).  Further, plaintiff and his counsel shall bear in mind the truthful pleading rule.  
(See generally, Larson v. UHS of Rancho Springs, Inc. (2014) 230 Cal.App.4th 336, 343-345.)  
 
 E. Individual Causes of Action. 
 
 In light of the above defects, the Court will not address defendants’ arguments with 
regard to individual causes of action.  However, plaintiff is on notice of those arguments, and 
should bear them in mind when drafting any amended complaint.  The Court does not anticipate 
granting further leave to amend in the context of any renewed demurrer. 
 
 The Court does affirm that conspiracy is not an independent cause of action: 
an underlying tort is required.  (Applied Equip. Corp. v. Litton Saudi Arabia (1994) 7 Cal.4th 503, 
510-511.)  Thus, plaintiff may have a cause of action for fraud in which one defendant 
committed acts of fraud and a co-defendant is vicariously liable for the fraud under a conspiracy 
theory — but the cause of action is for fraud, not conspiracy.  If plaintiff’s First Cause of Action 
for “Conspiracy” is actually for some tort not alleged in the subsequent causes of action, that 
shall be clarified in any amended complaint. 
 
 

  

 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSL15-02335 
CASE NAME: PORTFOLIO VS. CORTEZ 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR ENTRY OF JUDGMENT UNDER TERMS OF STIP. 
FILED BY PORTFOLIO RECOVERY ASSOCIATES, LLC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Unopposed – granted. 
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 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN16-0227 
CASE NAME: CITY OF EL CERRITO VS. ARCHIE R. SMITH 
HEARING ON MOTION TO LIST RECEIVERSHIP PROPERTY 
FILED BY MARK S. ADAMS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Unopposed – motion granted. 
 
 

ADD-ONS 

8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC13-00817 
CASE NAME: STEADFAST VS. PROBUILDERS 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
FILED BY STEADFAST INSURANCE COMPANY 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Before the Court is a Motion for Summary Judgment or in the Alternative Summary Adjudication 

(“MSJ”) filed by Plaintiff Steadfast Insurance Company (“Steadfast”). The MSJ is opposed by 

Defendant ProBuilders Specialty Insurance Company, RRG (“ProBuilders”). Plaintiff has moved 

for summary judgment or in the alternative, summary adjudication, on the grounds that 

ProBuilders improperly declined to defend the parties’ mutual insured in the underlying action 

based on its contention that its existing duty to defend was eliminated by another insurer’s 

defense of its insured. Steadfast contends that ProBuilders’ denial is based on an unenforceable 

escape clause that cannot be used to circumvent its duty to defend. ProBuilders contends that 

the LRRA preempts the “selective enforcement of policy terms.” The parties have entered into a 

stipulation whereby if Steadfast prevails on its motion, ProBuilders will owe 50% contribution to 

Steadfast for the defense expenses incurred by Steadfast in each of the Underlying Actions as 

detailed in the Stipulation as to Outcome of Cross Motions for Summary Judgment/Adjudication. 

Request for Judicial Notice 

Steadfast Requests Judicial Notice of a pleading filed by ProBuilders filed in Underwriters of 

Interest Subscribing to Policy Number A15274001 v. ProBuilders Specialty Insurance Co., 

California Superior Court, County of San Diego, Northern Division, Case No. 37-2012-

00058368-CU-IC-NC. This Request is unopposed. The Request for Judicial Notice (“RJN”) is 

granted. Evidence Code § 452. 

Motion for Summary Judgment 

Facts and Procedural History 

The parties have stipulated to the facts material to this motion.  

The Underlying Action for construction defect was filed by multiple owners of single family 

homes in Richmond California against SCS Development Company, the developer and builder 

of the project. Steadfast Insurance Company’s Separate Statement of Undisputed Material 

Facts in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment (“UMF”) 1, 2. The parties’ mutual insured, 
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Union Framing, performed framing, window, and door installation at the project. UMF 3. SCS 

filed a cross-complaint in the Underlying Action against Union Framing, alleging that its work on 

the construction of the project resulted in defective conditions that caused a portion of the 

property damage for which SCS was allegedly liable. UMF 6, 7. 

Steadfast defended and indemnified Union Framing in the Underlying Action under a reservation 

of Steadfast’s rights under its policies. UMF 25-27. Steadfast tendered the Underlying Action on 

behalf of Union Framing to ProBuilders on October 16, 2009. UMF 28. ProBuilders denied 

Union Framing’s defense on the ground that its policies did not provide a defense of its insured 

if another carrier owes a duty of defense to the same insured. UMF 29. 

 The Policies 

Steadfast issued three Commercial General Liability (“CGL”) policies to Union Framing effective 

February 4, 2000 to March 1, 2003. UMF 8. ProBuilders insured Union Framing under six 

consecutive one year primary CGL policies effective March 1, 2003 to March 1, 2009. UMF 12. 

These were the only CGL primary policies issued to Union Framing for this time period. UMF 13. 

Each of the ProBuilders Policies applies to “property damage” which occurs during the policy 

period if caused by an “occurrence” as those terms are defined under the ProBuilders policies. 

UMF 15. It is undisputed that the complaint in the Underlying Action contains allegations of 

“property damage” which allegedly occurred during the period of the ProBuilders policies caused 

by an “occurrence” as both terms are defined under the ProBuilders policies. UMF 16. 

ProBuilders’ first three policies, effective March 1, 2003 to March 1, 2006 and its last three 

policies, effective March 1, 2006 to March 1, 2009 purport to negate ProBuilders’ duty to defend 

when another carrier is providing a defense. UMF 24. The insuring agreement in the first three 

policies states in pertinent part that “We will have the right and duty to defend you, the Named 

Insured, against any suit seeking those damages provided that no other insurance affording a 

defense against such a suit is available to you.” UMF 20. The insuring agreement in 

ProBuilders’ last three policies states in pertinent part that “we shall have no duty or obligation to 

defend an insured … where any other insurer is obligated to defend the insured, and we shall 

have no duty to contribute to or participate in the defense provided by any other such insurer. 

…” UMF 22. 

 The Coverage Litigation 

Steadfast filed this contribution action against ProBuilders for an equitable portion of the 

defense and indemnity costs it incurred in defending and indemnifying Union Framing in the 

Underlying Action. UMF 31. ProBuilders has since paid Steadfast for its portion of indemnity in 

these actions via a settlement. UMF 32. The only remaining issues are ProBuilders’ duty to 

defend Union Framing and duty to reimburse Steadfast with respect to the amounts it incurred 

defending Union Framing in the Underlying Action. UMF 33. ProBuilders has stipulated that if 

Steadfast prevails on this motion, ProBuilders will reimburse Steadfast for half of its defense 

fees incurred of $18,250.84 relating to the Underlying Action. UMF 36. 

 Standard 
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Summary judgment must be granted if all the moving papers show there is no triable issue as to 

any material fact and the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. Cal. Code 

Civ. Proc. § 437c(c). If a cause of action or an affirmative defense similarly lacks any triable 

issue of material fact, the trial court may grant summary adjudication of issues, if the 

adjudication completely disposes of a cause of action, an affirmative defense, a claim for 

damages, or an issue of duty. Cal. Code Civ. Proc. § 437c(f). 

The Court notes that Steadfast moved for summary judgment solely on its Third Cause of Action 

for Equitable Contribution under California Code of Civil Procedure section 437c. However, 

California Code of Civil Procedure 437c(a) states that “[a] party may move for summary 

judgment in any action or proceeding if it is contended that the action has no merit or that there 

is no defense to the action or proceeding.” It is not directed toward individual causes of action; 

that is the province of summary adjudication. For that reason, Steadfast’s motion for summary 

judgment is denied. However, for the reasons given below, Steadfast’s motion for summary 

adjudication is granted. 

 Preemption under the Liability Risk Retention Act 

As a threshold issue, ProBuilders’ argues that the federal Liability Risk Retention Act preempts 

the application of California law to its policies. In 1981, Congress enacted the Product Liability 

Risk Retention Act (“PLRRA”). The PLRRA was amended by the Liability Risk Retention Act of 

1986 (“LRRA”) to expand the scope of the preemption to enable risk retention and purchasing 

groups to provide not only product liability insurance but all types of liability insurance. The 

LRRA also includes provisions dealing with the permissible scope of state regulation of risk 

retention and purchasing groups. 

Section 3 of the LRRA allows groups with similar types of risk to form and own their own 

insurance company to insure against their liability exposures. The risk retention group is 

chartered in the group’s state of domicile and this state is primarily responsible for the group's 

regulation. See 15 U.S.C. Section 3902(a)(1). 

A “risk retention group” is defined as any corporation or other limited liability association (A) 

whose primary activity consists of assuming and spreading all, or any portion, of the liability 

exposure of its group members; and (B) which is organized for the primary purpose of 

conducting the activity described under subparagraph (A). 15 U.S.C. Section 3901(a)(4). 

ProBuilders Specialty Insurance Company is a risk retention group, not a risk purchasing group. 

15 U.S.C. Section 3902 of the LRRA provides in pertinent part as follows: 

(a) Except as provided in this section, a risk retention group is exempt 

from any State law, rule, regulation or order to the extent that such law, 

rule, regulation, or order would- 

(1) make unlawful, or regulate, directly or indirectly, the operation of a risk 

retention group except that the jurisdiction in which it is chartered may 

regulate the formation and operation of such a group. 
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As set forth above, Section 3902(a)(1) of the LRRA only exempts a risk retention group from 

state laws that would “make unlawful, or regulate, directly or indirectly, the operation of a risk 

retention group....” 15 U.S.C. § 3902. “Operation” is the key term in the federal statute’s 

exemption: it means that a state may not pass laws that keep risk retention groups from 

operating as insurance companies; however, the LRRA preserves the state’s traditional role in 

the regulation of insurance. See Sturgeon v. Allied Prof’ls Ins. Co. (Mo. Ct. App. 2011) 344 

S.W.3d 205, 215. 

In Sturgeon the Missouri Court of Appeal upheld a trial court’s order denying an insurer’s motion 

to compel arbitration based on a state law prohibiting arbitration clauses in insurance contracts. 

The court held that the preemption of state law regulating the operation of Allied Professionals 

Insurance Co. as a risk retention group under the LRRA is not so broad as to exempt Allied’s 

policies from the states’ regulation of the contents of insurance contracts. (Mo. Ct. App. 2011) 

344 S.W.3d 205, 215-16. As a consequence, the court found that Allied’s insurance contracts 

were subject to Missouri law and subject to Missouri’s prohibition against arbitration clauses in 

insurance contracts. Id. at 216; see also Nat’l Home Ins. Co. v. King (E.D. Ky. 2003) 291 

F.Supp.2d 518, 531 (in a federal decision applying state law, the Eastern District of Kentucky 

also found that the LRRA did not preempt the operation of a state arbitration statute). 

In OneBeacon Ins. Co. v. ProBuilders Specialty Ins. Co. ProBuilders asserted that its policies 

should be treated differently from those issued by ordinary insurance companies because it is a 

risk retention group. (D. Nev. Aug. 3, 2009) No. 3:09-CV-36-ECR-RAM, 2009 WL 2407705 at 

*14. The District of Nevada disagreed, holding that Nevada law governing how insurance 

policies are to be construed was fully applicable to the ProBuilders policies at issue in that case. 

Id. at 16. OneBeacon is particularly notable because ProBuilders asserted the same argument 

as it does here, and the District of Nevada court held that “ProBuilders’ arguments that its 

policies must be treated differently under Nevada law from an insurance policy issued by an 

ordinary insurance company are without merit.” Id. at *17. 

Based on the foregoing, the Court concludes that ProBuilders’ status as a risk retention group 

does not excuse it from interpretation of its policies under California law. 

 ProBuilders’ “Other Insurance” Clause 

Because the LRRA does not preclude interpretation of ProBuilders’ policies under California 

law, ProBuilders’ “other insurance” policy terms—excusing it from a duty to defend when 

another insurer has a duty to defend—are an unenforceable “escape clause” against public 

policy. See Underwriters of Interest Subscribing to Policy No. A15274001 v. ProBuilders 

Specialty Ins. Co. (2015) 241 Cal.App.4th 721 (“Underwriters I”); see also Certain Underwriters 

at Lloyds, London v. Arch Specialty Ins. Co. (2016) 246 Cal.App.4th 418 (“Underwriters II”). 

Underwriters I specifically addressed the same policy language at issue here under nearly 

identical facts and found that ProBuilders’ “excess defense” provision did not eliminate the duty 

to defend. Both Underwriters I and Underwriters II are binding precedential authority on this 

court. The Court need not and does not reach the issue of collateral estoppel.  
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As a consequence, the Court holds as a matter of law that ProBuilders had a duty to defend 

despite the “other insurance” provisions in its policies and that Steadfast is entitled to equitable 

contribution from ProBuilders in the amount of $18,250.84 for the Underlying Action. 

Steadfast’s motion for summary adjudication pursuant to Cal. Code of Civ. Proc. § 437c(f) is 

granted. 

 

 

  

9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01511 
CASE NAME: CORPORATE CARE VS. HERBST 
HEARING ON OSC RE: PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 
SET BY PLAINTIFF 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Plaintiff Corporate Care/Hoem-Schurba’ Motion for Preliminary Injunction is denied.  
The burden is on plaintiff (moving party) to show all elements necessary to support issuance of 
a preliminary injunction. O'Connell v. Sup.Ct. (Valenzuela) (2006) 141 CA4th 1452, 1481.  
Plaintiff has not met its burden. 
 
 Generally, the ruling on an application for preliminary injunction rests in the sound 
discretion of the trial court.  Whyte v. Schlage Lock Co. (2002) 101 Cal.App.4th 1443, 1450.  
“An injunction properly issues only where the right to be protected is clear, injury is impending 
and so immediately likely as only to be avoided by issuance of the injunction. [Citation.]"]. 
Korean Philadelphia Presbyterian Church v. California Presbytery (2000) 77 Cal.App.4th 1069, 
1084.  The purpose of the preliminary injunction, theoretically, is to preserve the status quo and 
prevent irreparable harm pending trial on the merits. White v. Davis (2003) 30 Cal.4th 528, 554.   
  
           "In deciding whether to issue a preliminary injunction, a trial court weighs two interrelated 
factors: the likelihood the moving party ultimately will prevail on the merits, and the relative 
interim harm to the parties from the issuance or nonissuance of the injunction." Whyte v. 
Schlage Lock Co. (2002) 101 Cal.App.4th 1443, 1449.   
 

1. Likelihood of Success on the Merits 
 
 “While it has been legally recognized that a former employee may use general 
knowledge, skill, and experience acquired in his or her former employment in competition with a 
former employer, the former employee may not use confidential information or trade secrets in 
doing so… “ The Retirement Group v. Galante (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 1226, 1237. 
 
 In order to prevail on the merits, Plaintiff has to establish Defendants misappropriated a 
trade secret.  First, Plaintiff must affirmatively show its client lists and other proprietary 
information are actually trade secrets pursuant to Civil Code §3426.2.  “Courts are reluctant to 
protect customer lists to the extent they embody information which is "readily ascertainable" 
through public sources, such as business directories.” Morlife, Inc. v. Perry (1997) 56 
Cal.App.4th 1514, 1521-1522.  But the court will protect if the lists contain more than mere 
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identities, if “the employer has expended time and effort identifying customers with particular 
needs or characteristics.” 
 
 To establish whether the information in question is a trade secret, Plaintiff must show: (1) 
that the information has independent economic value from not being generally known to the 
public and (2) is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain 
its secrecy.  Civil Code §3426.1(d).  In order to prevail, Plaintiff must affirmatively show the 
existence of both elements.  Am. Paper & Packaging Prods. v. Kirgan (1986) 183 Cal.App.3d 
1318, 1324.   
 
 Here, Plaintiff has demonstrated its customers list constituted a trade secret. Plaintiff has 
presented evidence that Corporate Care customer lists have independent economic value.  
Plaintiff presented evidence that it has spent years compiling its customer lists and the lists 
contain information not generally known to its competitors.  Moreover, Plaintiff has shown 
Corporate Care has taken extensive measures to protect the secrecy of its confidential 
customer lists.    
 
 Although Plaintiff has established the information is trade secret, Plaintiff has not 
provided competent evidence that Defendants have misappropriated the trade secrets.   Herbst 
filed a declaration stating he took no documents from Corporate Care and he is not in 
possession of any documents “addressing alleged ‘client’s unique needs,’ ‘margins’, ‘labor 
costs’ and ‘pricing’ for Corporate Care’s alleged eighty (80) clients.” (Herbst Sur-Reply 
Declaration, ¶3)   
 
 Neither Bono’s nor Nishida’ declarations provide convincing evidence that Herbst is 
misappropriating the client list.  Bono’s Declaration produced one email, where Herbst appears 
to be soliciting one of Corporate Care’s clients.  In support of the Reply, Plaintiff submitted 
Nishida’s declaration, which states Plaintiff lost three clients to DFS since Herbst starting 
working at DFS. However, Defendant submitted evidence that Defendant had independent 
sources to contact these clients.   In Cory Ravid’s Sur-Reply, he states these three clients were 
already known to DFS and DFS had an ongoing business development effort with these clients.  
  
 Since, Bono’s and Nishida’s Declarations failed to provide any evidence that Herbst was 
actually using the client lists, Plaintiff has not establish the likelihood of prevailing on the merits.    
 

2. Balancing the Relative Harms 
 
   In deciding whether to issue the injunction, the court must also evaluate “the interim 
harm that the plaintiff would be likely to sustain if the injunction were denied as compared to the 
harm the defendant would be likely to suffer if the preliminary injunction were issued.” Smith v. 
Adventist Health System/West (2010) 182 Cal.App.4th 729, 749.  Although the court has broad 
discretion, it has "no discretion to act capriciously."  “It must exercise its discretion ‘in favor of 
the party most likely to be injured.”   Robbins v. Superior Court (1985) 38 Cal.3d 199, 205.  The 
ultimate goal is to minimize the harm which an erroneous interim decision may cause.  
American Credit Indemnity Co. v. Sacks (1989) 213 Cal.App.3d 622, 637. 
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  Here, Plaintiff alleges Herbst’s solicitation has caused and will continue to cause 
Corporate Care immediate, irreparable harm in the form of “losses in clients, revenue, goodwill, 
reputation, and costs to rectify…”  (Bono Decl., ¶14.) Plaintiff argues that by showing the 
misappropriation is occurring it has shown irreparable harm.  
 
 Plaintiff seeks to enjoin Defendants from “soliciting any business from or initiating any 
further contact or communication with any customer of Plaintiff whom Defendant served or 
whose name became known to Defendant Herbst while in the employ of Plaintiff…” 
 
  Defendants argue the injunction seeks “to hamstring DFS” and kill DFS’s long standing 
institutional knowledge of its existing client base and prospective client bases in the Bay Area. 
 
 Here, it appears Plaintiff and Defendants have overlapping clientele. Defendants will 
suffered the greater harm as DFS would not be able to communicate with clients already in its 
customers lists and Plaintiff has not demonstrated that Herbst actually took or possesses 
Corporate Care’s confidential information. 
 
Defendant’s Objection to Michael Bono’s Declaration (in support of the Application) 
As to the entire declaration—Overruled.   
Objection No. 1—Overruled.  
Objection No. 2—Sustained, argumentative, legal conclusion. 
Objection No. 3—Overruled.  
 
Plaintiff’s Objection to Declaration of Cory Ravid 
Paragraph 6—Overruled. 
Paragraph 7—Overruled. 
Paragraph 9—Sustained.   
 
Defendant’s Objection to Nishida’s Declaration 
1. Entire Declaration—Overruled. Generally “new” evidence may not be submitted with the 
Reply, but Defendant has submitted a Sur-Reply.  It has had an opportunity to respond to the 
new evidence. The court, in its discretion will consider the declaration.    
2. Paragraph 3, p.2—Overruled. 
3. Paragraph 3, 2--Overruled 
4. Paragraph 3, p.2—Overruled 
 
 

  

 


